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ALL BUSINESSES = INTERNET BUSINESSES

As a small business in today’s world of smartphones, tablets and 
laptops there are some critical items that you need to get right. 
Whether if you are a local brick and mortar store, independent 
professional or even a direct sales individual, all of these rules 
apply to your business.

Searching for a local business is now done 55% of the time from 
our phones and is a quick process that makes a huge impact for 
the local business – this search determines if we will take the next 
step to call or visit the business.

Below are the 5 things you need to get right to increase and 
maintain sales in the digital age.

INTRODUCTION



Every business needs to be easily accessible for their customers. 
We used to pull out the phonebook to look for a business, but 
today we use our smartphone or computer. 

In 2016 a study was done to determine the impact of how people 
find local businesses. 93% of online experiences begin with using 
a search engine and nearly half of people click on the first three 
listings they see.

56% of companies haven’t setup search engine pages on Google, 
Bing, Facebook and the other sites for customers to find them. 
This means that over half the businesses have a difficult time 
being found at all from their customers. Even if a customer 
wanted to transact with them it would be tough if they couldn’t 
find their phone number or address.

1. GET ONLINE



Your website is the digital hub for your business. Your physical 
store is where people shop, but 1 in 4 people will go to your 
website first to decide if they want to visit your business. This 
doesn’t mean your website has to be elaborate or expensive, just 
effective. As long as your website is deliberate in telling the 
potential customer who you are, what you do and how to 
transact, you’ll be in good shape.

A website is a major artery to your sales operation and without it 
customers could move on to the next company that is doing a 
better job in telling their story through their website. Keep in 
mind it takes seconds for a customer to click from business to 
business online, give your business the opportunity to be one of 
the options.

2. HAVE A WEBSITE



Your online reputation is the reputation of your business. If Google 
says you are a 4 star operation then you are, that’s the way it works. 
Your reputation is more important than ever now because it is so 
visible for your customers to see. Every time a customer searches 
for your business they see your reputation loud and clear, whether 
you’re a 1 or a 4, the internet will remind them of your score.

Most small businesses do not pay much attention to this score and 
they are losing business each day without even knowing it. Think 
about it this way, if you are looking to purchase a product and two 
businesses offer it, one a 2 star business with poor feedback and 
the other with 4 stars and positive feedback, which one are you 
likely to try?

q 14% of people say they will shop at a 2 star business.
q 94% of people say they will shop at a 4 star business.

3. POSITIVE ONLINE 
REPUTATION



When attempting to gain new customers you need a clear 
message and process to deliver it. A clear message is important so 
a customer knows what your business does and the solutions you 
provide. This is best done by clearly articulating what you do, the 
problems you solve, your process, and the impact/solutions you 
provide. Knowing this in detail and articulating your message is 
important to help customers know why they should do business 
with you.

Once a business has their message down you need a clear way to 
communicate it to your potential customers. 80% of sales happen 
after 5 attempts, however most small businesses do not have a 
process to follow up multiple times. Without a process the sales 
suffer and so does the business.

4. CONNECT TO POTENTIAL 
CUSTOMERS



Post-sale interactions tend to be weak for most small businesses. 
This lack of follow up isn’t on purpose but due to lack of time, 
tools, and just general lack of resources. An effective follow up 
process after the sale enables you to share a simple thank you, 
potentially upsell, and ask for referrals. 

The hard work is gaining the customers, keeping them should be 
simple when engaged correctly. Studies show that selling to a new 
customer is 6x – 7x more expensive then selling to an existing 
customer.

q Existing customers are 50% more likely to try a new product.
q For the average small business a 5% increase in customer 

retention can increase profits up to 95%.
q Existing customers spend 31% more than new customers.

5. EFFECTIVE FOLLOW UP
PROCESS



q Customers find you online, read your reviews to gain confidence 
and check out your website.

q Customers call or come to your business and most of the time 
don’t buy on the first attempt.

q You follow up with the customer multiple times to share more 
about your business and reasons why they should work with you 
and they become a customer.

q After purchasing you nurture the post sales process, gain 
valuable referrals and follow up regularly to maintain loyalty.

We make this process a reality for small businesses; we set it up, we 
manage it, we make it simple. We are tired of the large companies 
having all the technology, it’s time to expand modern digital tools to 
the small business. 

Contact us to learn more.
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